The Arts in Grand Center

1. Bruno David Gallery
2. The Centene Center for the Arts
3. Circus Flora
4. Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis
5. Fox Theatre
6. Grandel Theatre
7. Greenberg Van Doren Gallery
8. Museum of Contemporary Religious Art
9. The Pulitzer Foundation for the Arts
10. Saint Louis University Museum of Art
11. Scottish Rite Cathedral
12. Sheldon Art Galleries
   Sheldon Concert Hall
Grand Center Arts Walk
Friday, June 9th  5 - 8pm

Use this map as you explore Grand Center and enjoy the following ...

Bruno David Gallery
Showing a new series of photographs by renowned photographer Elaine Blatt. Known for her careful, cinematic compositions and bold use of color, she continues her exploration of the unfamiliar and distant places.

The Centene Center for the Arts
Cinema St. Louis will screen locally and nationally produced short subjects in the Rialto Ballroom on the fourth floor of the Centene Center for the Arts.

Circus Flora
A one-ring, European-style circus, where no audience member is further than 42 feet from the performance ring. Presenting its 20th anniversary tribute production “Homage”.

Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis
View Contemporary Masterworks: Saint Louis Collects, featuring pieces from the private collections of prominent St. Louis collectors, and The Collectibles, featuring artist-designed products that have hit the commercial market. Enjoy a reception co-hosted by the Contemporary and Pulitzer in the courtyard.

Fox Theatre
Presenting the first Friday night performance of Phantom of the Opera.

The Black Rep at the Grandel Theatre
Presenting the hit musical Dreamgirls.

Greenberg Van Doren Gallery
On view is Laurie Simmons, Long House and the Boxes.

Museum of Contemporary Religious Art (MOCRA)
View Highlights: Selected Works from the MOCRA collection and works on loan, demonstrating the broad scope of contemporary artistic expressions of the religious and sacred dimensions. Several recent acquisitions are on view for the first time.

The Pulitzer Foundation for the Arts
On view is Hiroshi Sugimoto: Photographs of “Joe”, featuring nineteen photographs taken by Sugimoto of Joe, a torqued spiral sculpture by Richard Serra in the Pulitzer courtyard. Enjoy a reception co-hosted by the Pulitzer and Contemporary in the shared courtyard.

Saint Louis University Museum of Art
Enjoy refreshments and view Keen Vision: the Gary C. Werths Collection, an exhibition featuring a modern bronze and contemporary glass sculpture collection with works by Dale Chihuly, Pablo Picasso, Alberto Giacometti and more.

Scottish Rite Cathedral
Come take a tour of one of the architectural jewels of St. Louis. Walk through our 3,000 seat auditorium, hear the music of the Scottish Rite Brass, and browse through the historic Scottish Rite library that houses St. Louis area Masonic artifacts and publications over 100 years old.

Sheldon Art Galleries
On view is Josephine Baker: Image and Icon.